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Abstract : Semantics, a field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), is concerned with the extraction of
meaning from a sentence. The Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) takes the preliminary steps in extracting meaning
from a sentence by giving generic labels or roles to the tokens of the text. This paper studies the important task
of Semantic Role Labeling. This work proposes SRL approach for Malayalam language. Here Semantic roles
are identified using Karaka theory based on the Paninian Grammar, useful for both the syntactic and semantic
analysis.  To identify these relations between nouns and verbs in a sentence, case markers plays an important
role. The results obtained are very much promising and further enhancements to this can be made in future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Semantic parsing of sentences is admitted to be an important task on the road to natural language understanding,
and has immediate applications in some of the tasks such as information extraction and question answering. SRL is
a shallow semantic parsing task, where for each predicate in a sentence, the aim is to determine all the constituents
that fill a semantic role, and to determine their roles and their adjuncts.  Semantic Role Labeling is the task of
assignment of the semantic roles to the constituents of the sentence.   In linguistic theory, these roles are one of the
oldest classes of constructs. The Paninian karaka theory is considered as one of the oldest works in this field [1].
Many varieties in semantic roles exist today. The roles of semantic could be mostly domain-specific or generic in
nature. Fillmore [2] gives a hierarchical classification of semantic roles. Present approaches towards semantic role
labeling are based on supervised machine learning, normally using the FrameNet and PropBank resources to
define the specific set of roles used in the task, and providing the training and test sets [3].

The Semantic Role Labeling is identified as a crucial problem in almost all the NLP applications where some
kind of semantic interpretation is required. The CoNLL 2004 and CoNLL 2005 Shared Tasks defined the task of
Semantic Role Labeling as "analyzing the propositions expressed by some target verbs of the sentence. In particular,
for each and every target verb in the sentence, all the constituents which fill a semantic role of the verb have to be
recognized". SRL finds its importance in many NLP applications like Question Answering, Information Extraction,
Text Summerization, Machine Translation etc.

This paper presents the work in different stages, beginning in Section 2 with the major works related to SRL.
Section 3 introduces the semantic role labeling for Malayalam. Section 4 describes the architecture and the results
obtained from this study. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. STATE OF ART OF SRL

Shallow semantic parsing is an approach by Gildea and Jurafsky [4] in which the semantic relationships or
roles identification with the help of constituents of a sentence within the semantic frame are described. They
proposed a statistical approach for identifying the semantic roles of pre-segmented constituents and claim an
accuracy of 82%.  They used the sentences annotated with the semantic roles of FrameNet project [2].
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The challenge for CoNLL-2004 shared task of Xavier Carreras [5] was to think of machine learning techniques,
which address the SRL problem on the premise of only partial syntactic information, avoiding the usage of full
parsers and external lexico-semantic knowledge bases. The annotations provided for the development of systems
incorporate, besides from the argument boundaries and role labels, the levels of processing treated in the past
editions of the CoNLL shared task, i.e., words, parts-of-speech tags, base chunks, clauses and named entities.

Most frameworks for automatic SRL practices a full syntactic parse in order to define argument boundaries
and to extract suitable information for training classifiers to disambiguate between role labels of the sentence.
Thereby the task has been usually approached as a two stage procedure that consists of recognition and labeling of
the arguments. The CoNLL-2004 shared task mentioned various models for the learning component including
pure probabilistic models [1], [6] and [7], Maximum Entropy models [8], generative models [9], Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [10], Decision Trees [11]  and [12]. Nianwen [13] defined the method of calibrating features.
The Co-NLL 2005 conference on Semantic Role Labeling provided a vision on several statistical methods followed,
prominently the Maximum Entropy classifier of Wanxiang [14]. The finest results were obtained by systems using
Support Vector Machines [15].

Many researches have focused on describing the various expressions of verb arguments within the syntactic
positions [16]. The conclusion of this work states that the pattern of syntactic alternation reflects the semantic
similarity among the verbs, forming the basis for verb classes. Such verb classes have proven useful in a number of
NLP tasks [17] [18], including SRL [19] and have provided the foundation for VerbNet , a computational verb
lexicon [20].

In Shallow Semantic Parsing by [21] first they placed their algorithm based on the statistical classification
with one that uses Support Vector Machines and then added to the existing feature set. Then they evaluated the
results using both the hand-corrected syntactic parses using TreeBank, and actual parses obtained from the
Charniak parser.

In Semantic role labeling using syntactic chunk by Kandri Hacogolu [22] presented a semantic role labeler (or
chunker) that clubs the syntactic chunks (i.e. base phrases) into the arguments of a predicate. This is done by
casting the semantic role labeling as the classification of syntactic chunks such as NP-chunk, PP-chunk into one of
the several classes such as the beginning of an argument, inside an argument and outside an argument. This accounts
the tagging of syntactic chunks with semantic labels using the IOB representation.

The use of dependency parsers for semantic role labeling was introduced in the CoNLL-2008 shared task
[23]. Recent works on this focuses on deep neural networks [24]. Semantic roles can act as a major midway
representation in various statistical MT systems or in areas of automatic text summarization and in the emerging
field of text data mining applications [25]. Finally, incorporation of the semantic roles into probabilistic models of
language may gradually yield accurate parsers and better language models for several speech recognition systems.

3. SRL FOR MALAYALAM

The semantic roles range from the very particular to the very general, and numerous have been utilized as a
part of computational implementations of one type or another. The study that relates with the different roles connected
with each  verb and across various verb classes is called thematic role analysis or case role (karaka) analysis. In
Malayalam, the root or the stem word by itself gets inflected to change its meaning, or to combine the word with
other words. Malayalam language follows a relatively free word order.

Fig. 1. SRL for a Malayalam sentence.
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The feature of inflection and agglutination nature of Malayalam makes computer-based language processing a
challenging task. Amid the semantic analysis, verb is taken as the central, element of the sentence.  According to
Paninian viewpoint, there are four levels in understanding any sentence [26] namely the surface level (uttered
sentence), the vibhakthi level, the karaka level and the semantic level. The karaka level has relationship to semantics
at one side with the syntax on the other side. Karaka relation can be identified from markers or case endings after
noun.  These markers and case endings are called vibhakthi. In Malayalam, karaka relations are analyzed from
vibhakthi point of view and the postpositions that associate with it. Consider the following example:

raamu kai koNT bhakshaNaM kazhikkunnu
ramu hand with food eat

Ramu eats food with hand.
Figure 1 depicts the diagrammatic representation for SRL for the above example. Kaarakas gives the vital

information with respect to a verb by giving the relations that exists between the nouns and the verbal stem in a
sentence. It specifies a relation between a verb, which stands for an action, and nominals in the sentence.
Consequently, the verb decides the kaaraka of nominal words that are used in a sentence. Verbs are related to the
nominal words in various ways based on which the kaaraka varies. Hence, for any verb, distinctive kaarakas may
result. In view of the semantic relation between the nouns and verbal stem, the Kaaraka relations are decided.
Therefore, the Kaaraka relation caters the syntactic-semantic relationship that exists between the different words
of the sentence. The karakas are as follows:

Table 1. Kaarakas with Cases.

Karakas Role Case

Karthru Karakam Subject/Agent  Nominative 

Instrumental 

Karma Karakam Object Accusative /

Nominative 

Karna Karakam  Instrument Instrumental 

Kaarana Karakam Instrument  Instrumental  

Sakshi Karakam Experiencer  Sociative  

Swami Karakam Beneficiary Dative 

Adhikarana Karakam Locative Locative 

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT

The basic architecture for the proposed semantic role labeling for Malayalam is shown in the Figure 2.
The architecture consists of different stages like tokenization, morphological analyzer, parts-of-speech tagging,

chunking, case analysis and finally semantic role identifier. The roles taken for this study are Agent, Patient, Instrument,
Beneficiary, Experiencer, Causer, and Recipient.

Agent - performs an action.

raam tan~Re suupp patiye kazhiccu.
Ram ate his soup slowly.
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Experiencer - one that receives an emotional affect.

njaan~ karanjnju.
I cried.
Causer - cause of an action.

raamu viSapp kaaraNaM keek kazhiccu
Ram ate cake due to hunger.

Patient - action that changes its state.

raaman~ raghuvine aTiccu.
Ram beat Raghu.

Instrument - tool that cause an action.

aaroo katti koNT breD muRiccu.
Somebody cut bread with a knife.

Beneficiary - benefit of the action that takes place.

avan~ oru kaar~ enikk veeNTi uNTaakki
       He made a car for me.

Fig. 2. Architecture of SRL for Malayalam
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Recipient - one whor receives the goal of an action.

amma kuTTikk kuTa koTuttu.

Mother gave an umberlla to child.

The tokenizer does the breaking up of sentences into different tokens. The morphological analyzer involves
the identification of root/stem along with the associated grammatical features of the given words. The paradigm
based morphological analyser is used [27].  For nouns and pronouns, the morphological analyzer gives person,
number and gender information and for verb, it gives tense, aspect and modality.

The part-of-speech tagging assigns the best part of speech/category to the tokens while the chunking involves
the identification of the boundary of the chunks and the labels. The tagset used for the part-of-speech tagging and
chunking are developed by IIIT-H [28]. Malayalam corpus was manually tagged for both pos. The tagger and
chunker are trained using a statistical model based on CRF with an annotated corpus consisting of about three lakh
tokens each. Case markers are identified and the semantic roles are labelled accordingly.

Input 1 : 

addhyaapika kuTTiye vaTTiyaal~ aTiccu.

Output : 

addhyaapika(Agent) kuTTiye(Patient) vaTiyaal~(Instrument) aTiccu.

Input 2: 

acchan~ enikk Del~hiyil~ ninn oru saari vaangngi.
Output :

acchan~(Agent) enikk(Benificiary) Del~hiyil~(Location) ninn oru saari(Patient) vaangngi .

Input 3 : 

njaan~ nippuvine koNT pustakaM vaangngippiccu.
Output :

njaan~(Agent) nippuvine (Experiencer) koNT  pustakaM (Patient) vaangngippiccu.
The morphological analyser plays an important role in determining the cases. The present study identifies

semantic roles with an accuracy of about 70%. The ambiguous words in the sentences affect the performance.  The
present system can be further improved with the addition of more semantic roles.  Usage of semantically tagged
corpora with machine learning approaches would help in resolving ambiguity.

5. CONCLUSION

SRL presents an excellent framework to perform research on semantic relations among the different components
of a text. It is a shallow level representation of semantics and has wide. With advances in both rule based and
statistical techniques Semantic Role Labeling is a rapidly developing area in NLP.  The morphological endings or
the cases markers of words play an import role in identifying the semantic roles. Noam Chomsky's Selectional
Restriction approach can also be applied on this study to enhance the result.  The present study gives an accuracy
of 70%. With the help of semantically annotated corpora, Machine Learning methods can be introduced as a
further improvement to the present study.
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